This paper describes a nlethod for compiling a constraint-based grammar into a potentially inore efficient form for processing. This method takes dependent disjunctions within a constraint formula and factors them into non-interacting groups whenever possibh; by determining their independence. When a group of dependent disjunctions is split into slnaller groups, an exponential amount of redundant information is reduced. At runtime, this ineans that all exponential alnount of processing can be saved as well. Since the performance of an algorithm ibr processing constraints with dependent disjmmtions is highly deterxnined by its input, the transformatioll presented in this paper should prove beneficial for all such algorithms.
Introduction
There are two facts that conspire to make tile treatment of disjunction an important consideration when building a natural language processing (NLP) system. The first fact is that natural languages are full of ambiguities, and in a grammar many of these ambiguities are described by disjunctions. The second fact is that the introduction of disjmmtion into a grammar causes processing tilne to increase exponentially in the number of disjunets. This means that a nearly linear-time operation, such as uififieation of Imrely conjunctive feature structures, becomes an exponential-time problem as soon as disjunctions are included, t Since disjunction is unlikely to dis-* This work was sponsored by Teilprojekt B4 "t~¥om Constraints to Rules: Compilation of lipS(;" of the Sonderforsehungsbereieh 340 of the Deutsche Forsehungsgemeinschaft. I would also like to thank Dale Gerdemann and Guido Minnen for helpfltl comments on the ideas presented here. All remaining errors are of course my own. tAssuming P # NIL appear from natur~fl language gralnlnars, controlling its form (:all save exponential amounts of time.
This paper introduces all etficient normal tbrm for processing dependent disjunctive constraints and an operation for compilation into this normal form. This ot)eration , modularization, can reduce exponential alnounts of redtmdant information in a grainmar and can consequently save corresponding alnounts of processing time. While this operation is general enough to be applied to a wide variety of constraint systems, it; was originally designed to optimize processing of dependent disjunctions in featm'e structure-based grammars. In particular, modular fea.tuie structures are more eflicient R)r unification than non-Inodulm' ones. Since ill many current NLP systems, a signiticant amount of tilne is spent performing unification, optimizing feature structures for unillcatioll shouhl increase the tmrtbrmance of these, syst;ems.
Many algorithms for etticient mfitication of lea tare structures with dependent disjunctions have been propose.d (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1989; F, isele and DSrre, 1990; Gerdemann, 1991; StrSmbSek, 1992; Griflith, 1.996) . However, all of these algorithms sutfer from a common problem: thc.ir performance is highly deternfined by their inputs. All of these algorithms will perform at their best when their dependent disjunctions interact as little as possible, but if all of the disjunctions interact, then these algorithms may perform redundant computations. The need for ef[icient inputs has been noted in the literature 2 but there have been few attempts to automatically optilnize gr;mnnars tor disjunetiw; unification algorithms.
The modularization algorithm presented in this paper takes existing dependent disjunctions and splits them into independent groups by deterlnining which disjunctions really interact. Indel}endent groups of disjunctions can be processed separat;ely during unification rathe, r than having to try every combination of one group with every combination of every other group.
This pat)er is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an informal introduction to dependent dis-~Cf. (Maxwell and Kaplan, ] 991) fl)r instance. juncl;ions and shows how r(,ctundani; int(;raclli(lns lml,w(;en groups of (tisju:n(:l;ions (:mi bc r(;du(:ed. S(;c:i;ion 3 shows how normal disjunctions c;m t)(; r(;l)lac(;d t)y (:ont, cxtx;d constrainl:s. S(,(:tion 4 t;hcn ,<d~ows how t, hcs('~ cont(;xl;(',d (',onstraints can encod(, del)(',nd(;ni, disjunctions. S(!(:l;ion 5 1) ()IIC ('×alnt)l(~ of who;r(; this can ha,l)l)(;n is in the; ('xmipilm;ion o1' h;xi(:a,1 ruh',s in (Mcmr('rs and Mimmn, 1995) . In this t)apc!r, M(mr(ns mM Min Another example of where modularization might prove useful is in the treatment of typed feature structures presented in (Gerdemann and King, 1994) . Their approach produces a set of feature structures from a satisfiability algorithm such that all of the feature structures have the same shape but the nodes may be labeled by different types. They then collapse this set down to a single feature structure where nodes are labeled with dependent disjunctions of types. Many of the groups of disjunctions in their feature structures can be made more efficient via modularization.
A final example is in the compaction algorithm for feature structures, presented in (Grigith, 1995) . Compaction is another operation designed to optimize feature structures for unification. It takes a disjunction of feature structures, transforms them into a single feature structure with dependent disjunctions, and then pushes the disjunctions down in the structure as far as possible. The result is a large number of dependent disjunctions in the same group. Many of these can probably be split into new independent groups. Maxwell and Kaplan (1989) showed how a disjunction of constraints could be replaced by an equi-satisfiable conjunction of contexted constraints as in lemma 1 below. 5
Contexted constraints

Lemma 1 (Contexted Constraints)
Disjunctions are replaced by conjunctions of implications from contexts (propositional formulae) to the base constraints fie. ¢:t and ¢2)-The nature of the base constraints is irrelevant as long as there is a satisfaction algorithm for them. The key insight is that solving disjunctions of the base constraints is no longer necessary since they are purely conjunctive.
SFor a proof see (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1989 ).
Maxwell and Kaplan's goal in doing this was to have an efficient method for solving disjunctive constraints. The goal in this paper is compilin.q disjunctive constraints into more efficient ones for fllture solution. To this end a somewhat different notion of contexted constraint will be used as show in lemma 2.
Lemma 2 (Alternative-Case Form) We (:an see that this formulation is nearly equivalent to Maxwell and Kaplan's by substituting p for at and p for a2. To make the formulation completely equivalent;, we would need to enforce the uniqueness of a solution by conjoining al V g2. However, this is unnecessary since we want to permit both solutions to be simultaneously true. The reason for using the modified version of contexted constraints in lemma 2 is that we can separate the representation of disjunctions into a conjunction of the values that the disjuncts can have, called the alternatives, and the way in which the we can choose the values, called the cases. The alternatives are the conjunction (al -~ ¢1) A (a2 -+ (/52) and the cases are the disjunction (al V a2).
While we could use repeated applications of lemma 2 to turn a disjunction of n disjuncts into an alternative-case form, it will simplify the exposition to have a more general way of doing this, as shown in lemma 3. 
v----I~l~)ma 3 (N-ary Aiternative-CaseA (ai -~ ¢i) A vFarm)ai
Dependent disjunctions as contexted constraints
The usefulness of the alternative-case form only becomes apparent when considering dependent disjunctions. Dependent disjunctions can be represented by alternative-cast forms as shown in definition 1 below.
Definition 1 (Dependency Group)
A dependency group is a conjunction of dependent disjunctions with the same name, d, where each V* A*, 6ieN and ieN are disjunctions and conjunctions of formulae ¢i, respectively, where each i is a member of the set of indices, N.
disjunction is an alternative-case form such that there is one alternative for every disjunct of every disjunction in the group, and there is one case for each disjunct in the group which is a co*onetion of the alternative variables for that disjunct . The cases enforce that the corresponding disjuncts of every disjunet in the group inust be simultaneously satisfiable. We, can now start to see where redundancy in dependent disjmmtions originates. Because, every disjunction in a group of (lepen(le, nt disjunctions nmst have the, same nund)er of disjuncts, some, of those disjunets may appear more, than once. In the above exmnple t:br instance, 5 occurs twice in the first disjunction and ~// occurs twi(:e in the second disjunction. To resolve this problem we impose the following condition, called alternative compactness: if a base constraint ¢} equals another base constraint from the same disjunction, ¢[,, then the alternatives variables associated with those base constraints, (,ji and a~, are also equal. 7 Doing this allows us to express the alternatives t;'om the example above as (d -~ ¢) A (4 -~ ¢') A (~ --~ ¢) a (a~ ~ ¢'), an(1 the case,~ as ((at: A a~t) V (all A (t 2) V (8,12 A a2)).8 One advalltage of this is that the number of base constraints that must be checked during satisfaction (:an potentially be exponentially reduced.
<.M A A(a}-~¢}) V A a}
'File nexl; section will show how an alt;ernativecase form for a, group of det)tndent disjuncl;ions can be split into a conjunction of two (or more) equivalent forms, thereby (potentially) exponentially reducing the munbtr of alternative varial)le interactions that must be checked during satisfacl;ion, a 1 A a~) ). The key to determining that the two disjunctions (:all be split into different rNote that this requires being able to determine equality of the base constraints.
Modularization
Sin this example, equivalent alternative variables have been replaced by representatives of theirequivalence chess. So a~ has been replaced by al and a?a has been replaced by a.~. groups then involves determining that cases can be split into a conjunction of two smaller cases (a', V a~) A (a~ V a~). If the cases can be split in this manner, we say the cases (and by extension tilt group of dependent disjunctions) are independent.
Definition 2 (Independence)
A case ]orrn is independent iff it is equivalent to "j~{N i6M ~ j(iN' i6M' A jcN" i6M" where M' and M" partition M. -IN'[ x [N" [. This will be proved in section 6. The size of the Ns, however, represent the nmnber of cases. So for instance in the above example, N might equal {1,2,3,4} since there are four disjuncts in the original ease form, while N' might equal {1,2} and N", {1,2}, since the smaller case forms each contain two disjuncts. The process of splitting a group of dependent disjunctions into smallel" groups is called modularization. Modularizing a group of dependent disjunctions amounts to finding a conjunction of ease forms that in equivalent; to the original ease form. The modularization algorithm consists of two main steps. Tile first is to take the original case form and to construct a pair of possibly indep(mdent ease forms from it:. The second step is to check if these (:as(', forms are actually indepen-(lent from each other with respect to the original one. The modularizatioil algorithm performs both of these steps repeatedly until either a pmr of indepe, ndent ease R)rms is found or until all possible pMrs have been checked. If tile later, then we know that; the original dependent disjunction in already nn)(lulai'. If on the ottmr hand we can split the case forms into a pair of smaller, independent (;as(; forlns, then we can again try to modularize each of those, until all groups are modular. '[b const;ruct a pair of potentially independent (:as(; forms, we first need to partition the set of alternative vm'iablts from the original ca,qe form into two sets. The first, subset contains all of and only the, variables corresponding to some subset of the original disjunctions and tile second subset of variables is the complement of the first, corresponding to all of and only the other disjunctions. lh'om these subsets of variables, we construct two new cast forms Dora the original using the operation of confinement, defined below.
Definitjop, A 3 (ConfineInent)
V /\ a~ COII,f (jc N iE M , J~/It) 
V Aa;
is the confinement of J CN iGM with respect to a 4 V k a;
Constructing the eontinement of a (:as(; form is essentially just throwing out all of the alternative variables that are not in M'. However, only doing this might leave us with duplicate disjuncts, so converting the result to DNF removes any such duplicates.
To make the definition of confinement clearer, consider tile following conjunction of dependent disjunctions:
(d ¢, 0, ¢, (/), ¢', ~//) A (d ~/% ~//, t/,, ,//, ~/o, t//) A   ((~ x, x, x', x', x', x 
,2 A d)v (4 A a~ A d) v (4 A (q A ai~) V ((4 A a~ A d))'
Now we can compute the confinements. For in- (o' A a,9 v ((4 A d) v (4 A d) )
,]
After removing duplicates we get:
.,,¢((,ase, {~, 2}) -((4 A ab V (o * A "9 V (4 A a~) V (4 A a,9) '1 Likewise, for the c()mtflement of M' with respect to M, we get: conf(case, {3}) : ((a a) V (ai~)). Now we just need to test whether two confined case ibrms are independent with respect to the original. This is done with the free combination operation, shown in definition 4.
Definition 4 (]~¥ee Combination ®)
The free combination of two ease forms is the disjunctive 'normal form of their conjunction:
The two ease forms, case' and case", are I)NF formulct. ~ib compute the free combination, we conjoin them and convert the re.suit back into DNF.
They are independence if their free combination is equal to the original ease tbrm, case.
For example, the flee combination of the two confinements from above, ((a I A a, 2) V (a*, a a,~) V (a~ A a~) V (a~ A a~)) and ((d) v 0,9)
is (ra' A a~ A 4) V (el A 4 A 4) V (a I/, a~ A d)V
\ ]
(4 A a.~ A 4*) v (4 A ,q A d) v (4 A a~/, d)V (a~ A d A d) v (a~ A a~ A d))
9in this examl)le , equivalent alternative variables have again been replaced by representat, ives of their equivalence class. So tbr instance., a~, c*~ and a~ are all represented by al.
which is not equM t;o the original (:as(.' form: A d) v 04 A d A a q) ), so tim first two disjunctions are not indet)endent from the third. However, the second disjmmtion is independe.nt front the first and the third since, conf(case, {2}) -((a~) V (a.~)), anti co,¢(ca.~e, {1, 3}) (q,' '~ ' ~ ' " : t ,Aa',)V(%Aai,)V(asAa!i)) , and their free combination is equal to the oi'iginal case form. Therefore, the original formula is equivalent to (d' ~/a,*//)A (d,, ¢, ¢, ¢')A(d,, X, X', Z').
((el A a~ A a~) V (a', A ,~,~ A 4') V (4 A d A ,,i])v (al A a~ A all) v (d A a~
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Free combination elimination
The last section showed all efl'ective algoritlnn for modularizing groups of dependent disjunet;iolls. However, even dlough this is a compile time algorithm we should be con(:erned about its eflio ciency since it has ext)onential comph;xity. The main source of complexity is that we inight have to check (;very pair of sul)sets of disjun(:tions fl'oin the group. Ill the worst case this is tnmvoidable (el o though we do not expect natural language grainmars to exhibit such behavior). Other sources of comi)lexity are computing the fl'ee coinbinadon and testing the result against the original (:as(; form. l,uckily it is possible to avoid both of these operations. This Ceil t)e done by noting that both the original (:ase form aim each of the (:onfine{t (:as(; forms are in DNF. Therefore it; is a nee-. essary (:ondition t}tat if l;he fl'ee combination of the confinements is the same as the original case form then the I)roduet of tile number of disjun('ts i,, ea(:h conflneme.t, lease'l x lease"l, re,st eq,lal the number of disjun(:ts in the original case form, lease I. Moreover, since both confinements at(; derived fl'om the original ease form, it is also a suf ficient, condition. This is shown more forlnally in theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (l~Yee combination elimination)
~.',~se = ~:as,/Oease" ¢=> ]case] = ba~e'l × Icase"l Proof =:> We assulne that case'®case" =-case.
Since hoth case'® eas#' and ease are in DNF and DNI; is unique, we know that ](:as('.' ® case"] =: lease]. We also know that case' and case" have no disjunets in common because they have no alternative variables in colnmon, so Icasc'®case"l = Icase'l x Icasc."l. Therefore. le~s4 = Icasc'l x kase"]. U Proof <--Again since case' arm case" have no disjuncts in cormnon, we know that leas# @ case"] = ]case'] x Icase"] and therefore, that lease I --lease'®co, st"]. Every disjunct in case can be represented as A' A A" where A' is a disjnnet in case' and A" is a disjun(:t ill case". So the dis-.iunets in ease'@ case" must be every conjunction of possible A's and A"s. So case' ® case" must c<mtain all (>f th<', <li@mcts in ca.sc mM it. could contain ev<m m<)re, }),it f,h<m + > case ~ ~ case" must (:ontain cxacl;ly the disjuncl;s ill cas(: aIld l;hcrcforc (:as( t :: (:o,,~('J (29 (:(ts(:' . E] We can see that this would have hell>ed us in th('. p,'cvi<,us <`-x~t~,,p> t;<)k~,<,w m~t. <: <,,,/(,,<,,.~(,, {1,2}) (:(}lll(l 110|; |)('~ il,(|(,t)(!II(l(!llJ; ['1'()1[1 C() ILf(c(t, '~C, {3}) wit;h respect to c<,,,sc, t>eca.use ) :,,(f(ca,sc This the, orem also allows us to trotform other comt)inat, orial short cuts, su<'h as noting that if t;he nunltmr of disjuncl;s in the origimtl case torm is prime [;hen it; is already modular.
